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Are We Supporting Sprawl Through Aid to High-Growth Communities?
Revisiting the 1998 State Revenue Sharing Formula Changes

Informing The Debate: Urban Economic and Fiscal Concerns

EEEEEXECUTIVEXECUTIVEXECUTIVEXECUTIVEXECUTIVE S S S S SUMMARYUMMARYUMMARYUMMARYUMMARY1

In December 1998, the Michigan Legislature changed the statutory formula
for distributing state revenue among cities, villages, townships and counties.
At the time the changes were enacted, townships and west Michigan were
projected to gain revenue at the expense of  cities and southeast Michigan.
This paper asks a different question concerning the 1998 changes; namely,
are fast growing communities benefiting at the expense of  Michigan�s slow-
growth central cities and inner ring suburbs? The authors compare actual
revenue sharing payments from 2001 for these two groups with payments
that would have been made under the pre-1998 formula, and projected
payments that would have been made in 2001 had the formulas been fully
implemented. We also examine the effects of  the �Detroit exclusion� on
the overall revenue sharing system and how the results change for
communities if  Detroit was included in the current formula calculation. We
conclude that the 1998 formula changes do provide greater benefits to the
rapidly growing suburban communities than what they would have received
under the pre-1998 formula. Suburban townships fared the best of  all
under the formula changes. Growth of  these areas generally involves
new residential developments and loss of  farmland � key elements in
urban sprawl.

OOOOOVERVIEWVERVIEWVERVIEWVERVIEWVERVIEW     OFOFOFOFOF I I I I ISSUESSSUESSSUESSSUESSSUES     INININININ M M M M MICHIGANICHIGANICHIGANICHIGANICHIGAN
Every state shares revenue in some fashion with its local governments. This
revenue is often in the form of  targeted funding for specific services or
programs (such as state funding of  K-12 education, transportation
infrastructure, and community mental health services) as well as
unrestricted revenues to localities (funds localities can use for their own
priorities) based on a predetermined formula. Nationally, an average of
more than one-third of  states� spending goes to local units of  government
in the form of  targeted and unrestricted revenue sharing. Reasons
generally given for the distribution of  state-collected revenues to local
governments include:

• taking advantage of  the economies and efficiencies of  centralized
collections of  revenues at the state level;

• compensating local governments for taxes that have been moved to
the state level;

• equalizing local revenues on some basis other than the point of
collections and;

• compensating  local jurisdictions for the spillover effects of
services they provide that benefit larger regions or the state as a
whole (Peterson 2000).

In Michigan, Fiscal Year
1999-2000 saw 61.4
percent of  state-generated
revenue transferred to local
units of  government �
among the highest
percentages in the country.

1 The authors wish to express thanks to Scott Loveridge and Lynn Harvey for their reviews of  the text;
Tom Clay for sharing his dataset, spreadsheet and valuable advice; and Denys Nizalow for creating
the maps.
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In Michigan, Fiscal Year 1999-2000 saw 61.4 percent of  state-
generated revenue transferred to local units of  government �among the
highest percentages in the country. Of  the $14.4 billion distributed by the
state to local governments, $1.4 billion was in the form of  unrestricted
revenue sharing (Ryan 2000).

A recent study of  unrestricted revenue sharing in New York,
California, and Wisconsin found that those states� policies tend to favor
faster-growing suburban communities, rather than serving to compensate
central cities for slower rates of  growth in fiscal capacity. The study found
that on a per capita basis, state intergovernmental aid in these states
increased more rapidly in faster growing and wealthier suburbs than in
central cities (Chernick 2001). This policy brief  examines the distribution
of  unrestricted revenue sharing in Michigan; specifically, whether the trends
reported by Chernick in New York, California and Wisconsin are also
occurring in Michigan.

The formula used to distribute a significant portion of  Michigan�s
unrestricted revenue sharing was changed in December 1998. As is the case
with any change in revenue/expenditure-related public policy, the change in
the revenue-sharing formula created winners and losers. During the debate
that took place in Lansing, the common perception was that the winners
under the new formula would be Michigan�s townships and the growing
communities of  western Michigan. The losers were projected to be the
cities, naturally affecting southeast Michigan the most.  In a research report
published in September 2000, Citizens Research Council of  Michigan
(CRC) found the common perception to be generally, although not
uniformly, true. Townships and villages generally gained in share of
statutorily defined payments as cities lost share. West Michigan, mid-
Michigan and the I-75 corridor had more winners than losers, while the
reverse was true for the six-county area surrounding and including
metropolitan Detroit (Citizens Research Council of  Michigan 2000). There
were, however, many notable exceptions to these general observations. The
interplay between the components of  the new formula makes it difficult
to generalize its effects in simple township versus city or east versus
west terms.

In this paper, we examine the data for variables other than jurisdiction
type (i.e. township or city) to forecast formula outcomes. In Michigan, as in
other states, the outer-ring suburbs and exurbs continue to grow as the
population of  cities and inner-ring suburbs declines. Since these territories,
by and large, fall under the jurisdiction of  townships in Michigan, this
means that townships are capturing the �lion�s share� of  population
growth. From 1990 to 2000, the percentage of  the state�s population living
in townships increased from 41 percent to 45 percent. In absolute numbers,
township population increased by 666,202 persons over a span of  time that
saw the state�s population as a whole only increase by 643,147. While the
�township versus city� debate regarding revenue sharing may have been
reflecting an underlying assumption that the growing suburbs, mostly
townships, were the winners under the new formula, we analyze this

In Michigan, as in other
states, the outer-ring
suburbs and exurbs
continue to grow as the
population of cities and
inner-ring suburbs declines.
Since these territories, by
and large, fall under the
jurisdiction of townships in
Michigan, this means that
townships are capturing the
�lion�s share� of
population growth.
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question directly by comparing the revenue sharing outcomes of  Michigan�s
fastest growing communities to its larger central cities.

MMMMMICHIGANICHIGANICHIGANICHIGANICHIGAN’’’’’SSSSS R R R R REVENUEEVENUEEVENUEEVENUEEVENUE S S S S SHARINGHARINGHARINGHARINGHARING P P P P PRRRRROGRAMSOGRAMSOGRAMSOGRAMSOGRAMS2

Funding for Michigan�s unrestricted revenue sharing program consists of
two streams of  dedicated tax revenues: a constitutional allocation and a
statutory allocation. Michigan�s Constitution allocates 15 percent of  the
four percent gross collections of  the state sales tax to unrestricted local
revenue sharing. These payments are made strictly on a per capita basis
using population counts from the decennial census. In FY 2000-01 the total
amount paid to cities, villages and townships under the constitutional
allocation was $642.8 million.

The statutory allocation provides that 21.3 percent of  the four percent
gross collections of  the state sales tax go to revenue sharing with local
governments. This is further broken down into a county allocation (25.06
percent of  the 21.3 percent) and a city/village/township allocation (the
remaining 74.94 percent of  the 21.3 percent). The statutory allocation in
FY 2000-01 was $912.7 million, of  which $228.7 million went to counties,
with the remaining $684.0 million going to cities, villages and townships.
County payments are made on a per capita basis. The city/village/township
statutory allocation, which was the subject of  the 1998 amendments, is the
focus of  this paper.

The PrThe PrThe PrThe PrThe Pre-1998 Fe-1998 Fe-1998 Fe-1998 Fe-1998 Formormormormormulaulaulaulaula
The pre-1998 revenue sharing allocation was calculated using two formulas:
a relative tax effort formula (how much the local unit taxed itself) and an
inventory reimbursement formula (based on revenue lost when the state
eliminated the local business tax in 1975). Box 1 provides more details on
each of  these elements of  the pre-1998 formula and some of  the problems
with the formula. By the mid-1990s, the criticism of  the formulas had built
to a point that a legislative task force was given the mission of  developing a
new method for distributing shared revenues. In late 1998 the legislature
approved a new distribution method that incorporated elements
recommended by various members of  the task force.3 In addition, the
legislature made changes to the source of  revenue sharing monies so that
now unrestricted revenue sharing is paid entirely from state sales tax
collections, instead of  from a combination of  sales, income, and Single
Business Tax funds.

2 For a detailed discussion of  the history of  unrestricted revenue sharing in Michigan, see Citizens
Research Council of  Michigan (2000).
3 The task force itself  could not come to a consensus recommendation. The resulting formula
incorporates different elements recommended by various task force members.
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The 1998 FThe 1998 FThe 1998 FThe 1998 FThe 1998 Formormormormormulaulaulaulaula
The new statutory allocation is based on a set of  three formulas. Each
formula is used to distribute one-third of  the monies payable to cities,
villages and townships under the statutory allocation. The per capita taxable
value element is intended to help jurisdictions with low tax base. The
population-unit type element makes adjustment for type of  unit (city,
township or village) and size of  population � helping larger and more
complex operations. The yield equalization element provides greater
assistance to units with lower taxing capacity and higher tax effort. Box 2
provides more details on each of  these elements.

Three other factors are critical to understanding statutory revenue
sharing, as it exists today. First, the new formulas phase in over a period of
ten years, at the rate of  ten percent per year. Thus, in FY 2001, 30 percent
of  statutory revenue sharing was distributed under the new formulas, while
70 percent was still based on the old formula. The 10-year phase-in was
designed to cushion the blow to communities who will see a significant
drop in payments under the new formulas.

Box 1. Details on Elements of  the Pre-1998 Formula.

Relative Tax Effort.  The relative tax effort formula was a weighted
formula factoring local population, local tax effort (property tax millage
and local income tax) and the average statewide local tax effort.  This
formula resulted in revenue sharing payments that generally favored high-
taxing jurisdictions.  Because of  constitutional limitations on the millage
that can be levied by general law townships and charter townships, it was
consistently characterized as a formula factor favoring cities.  Critics
argued that the relative tax effort calculation actually encouraged
communities to raise millage rates because it would result in more
favorable revenue sharing payments.

Inventory Reimbursement.  The inventory reimbursement formula used
the local unit of  government�s personal property inventory tax base as it
existed in 1975 to calculate revenue sharing payments.  It was included as a
factor in unrestricted revenue sharing to compensate for the repeal of  the
inventory tax in 1975, and paid out of  Single Business Tax revenues.  In
FY 1998, nineteen of  the twenty-five communities that received inventory
reimbursement payments in excess of  $30 per capita were cities (Citizens
Research Council of  Michigan 2000).  Expectedly, these were communities
with strong manufacturing economies in the 1970s.  The obvious flaw in
this formula factor was that it bore little relationship to personal property
inventories in the mid-1990s.  Critics maintained that the need to dedicate
revenue sharing monies to replace a tax that was eliminated 20 years ago
had long since passed.
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Second, the city of  Detroit was excluded from application of  the new
formulas in exchange for a freezing of  combined annual constitutional and
statutory payments at $333.9 million until FY 2006. As a part of  this
arrangement the city agreed to lower its personal income tax rates over a
ten-year period. Finally, the year-to-year increase in total statutory revenue
sharing payments for any individual community is capped at 8 percent.
Thus, if  City A receives $10,000 in statutory payments in FY 2001 then the
maximum statutory payment it can receive in FY 2002 will be $10,800. If
the formulas would have generated an increase greater than eight percent
then the excess is distributed in a way that creates a minimum payment
�floor� for other communities. An important exception exists, however, for
communities that experienced population growth of  10 percent or greater
between 1990 and 2000. For these communities, neither the eight percent
cap nor the minimum payment floor is applied. Thus, while allocations to
jurisdictions with moderate growth (between eight and 10 percent) are
constrained because of  the cap and floor, allocations to jurisdictions with
large growth (10 percent and over) are not constrained.

Box 2. Details on Three Formulas of  the New System.

The Per Capita Taxable Value formula compares the statewide average
taxable value (TV) per capita to the TV per capita for the individual unit. A
unit with TV per capita below the state average receives a weight (computed
as a ratio) greater than 1, while a unit above the state average receives a
weight less than 1. The payment is computed as (Per Capita Taxable Value
ratio times the unit�s population). The objective is to provide greater revenue
sharing to those units with less ability to raise revenue through local
property taxes.

The Population-Unit Type formula uses a weighting scheme based on unit
type (i.e. city, village or township) and unit population to distribute funds. The
concept is that, on average, the greater the population of  a local government
unit and the more complex the system of  services it provides (cities
presumably more complex than villages; villages more complex than
townships) the greater its needs will be. The Population-Unit Type weighting
scheme is provided in Appendix 1. The payment is computed as (Weight
Factor times the total unit population).

Under the Yield Equalization formula, a �guaranteed� tax base (local tax
collections plus state revenue sharing payment per mill of  local tax effort) is
assured to each municipality. The guarantee amount is expressed in terms of
a taxable value per capita ($22,317 in 2001) that would pay out the entire
amount of  statutory revenue sharing. The Yield Equalization formula is
designed to offset variances in taxable property wealth among local units by
providing greater assistance to units with lower taxing capacity and higher
tax effort. The payment is computed as (local tax effort in mills times
[guarantee TV per capita minus actual TV per capita] times unit population).
Thus, local units having a taxable value per capita greater than the guarantee
amount do not receive yield equalization payments.

While allocations to
jurisdictions with moderate
growth (between eight and
10 percent) are constrained
because of the cap and
floor, allocations to
jurisdictions with large
growth (10 percent and
over) are not constrained.
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The new formula sunsets in 2007, at which time the entire statutory
revenue sharing system will be revisited by the legislature. This means that
the new formula actually expires at the conclusion of  the 10-year phase-in
period. Undoubtedly the debates over revenue sharing that will take place
in the period leading up to 2007 will use the existing formula as the point
of  departure.

Impact of the 1998 ChangImpact of the 1998 ChangImpact of the 1998 ChangImpact of the 1998 ChangImpact of the 1998 Changeeeee
With this background, the authors set out to determine whether the new
revenue sharing formulas, when compared to the old formula, benefit fast-
growing communities at the expense of  the slower growing (indeed, in
many cases declining) central cities. Using the revenue sharing calculator
model created by Thomas Clay at Citizens Research Council, data from the
1990 and 2000 censuses, and the actual sales tax proceeds and statutory
revenue sharing payments for fiscal year 2001, calculations were performed
that compared:

• actual revenue sharing payments made to communities in 2001
(the third year of the phase-in period);

• payments that would have been made in 2001 if  the pre-1998
formula were still in place; and,

• payments that would have been made in 2001 if  the new
formula were fully implemented (i.e. if  there were no phase-in
period in place).

Importantly, 2001 saw a significant decline in sales tax revenues. It
was thought that significant year-to-year declines in payments to
communities would be avoided if  the sales tax revenues continued to grow
at about four percent per year (Citizens Research Council of  Michigan
2000). FY 2001 thus gives us an opportunity to examine the formula
outcomes under weaker economic conditions.

The new formula sunsets
in 2007, at which time the
entire statutory revenue
sharing system will be
revisited by the legislature.
This means that the new
formula actually expires at
the conclusion of the
ten-year phase-in period.
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Figure 1. Per Capita Change in Payments for Michigan Minor
Civil Divisions.

We first calculated the per capita gain/loss for every township, city and
village in Michigan. Figure 1 illustrates the per capita difference in payment
(in dollars) for townships and cities using the pre-1998 formula and the
payments that would have been made in 2001 had the formula been fully
implemented. It is clear that a large majority of  the state�s townships and
cities would gain additional payments under the fully implemented new
formula. However, there would be some losers as well. The largest losses
seem to be concentrated in the large cities and older suburbs of  southern
Michigan. A cluster of  townships in the tip of  the thumb region and a
number of  townships in the western Upper Peninsula are also losers.
Figure 2 shows the same comparison for Michigan villages � only a few
villages would come out worse under the fully implemented new formula.

The largest losses seem to
be concentrated in the large
cities and older suburbs of
southern Michigan.
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Figure 2. Per Capita Change in Payments for Michigan Villages.

MichigMichigMichigMichigMichigan’an’an’an’an’s Fs Fs Fs Fs Fifty Fifty Fifty Fifty Fifty Fastest-Grastest-Grastest-Grastest-Grastest-Growing Commowing Commowing Commowing Commowing Communitiesunitiesunitiesunitiesunities
To further analyze the impacts of  the new law on growing communities, we
compared the 50 fastest-growing Michigan communities with a population
greater than 10,000 (42 townships, eight cities) to the 20 largest Michigan
communities with growth rates of  five percent or less (18 cities, two
townships).4  Figure 3 shows the location in the state of  these 70
communities. We excluded Detroit from this analysis because Detroit�s
revenue sharing payments are frozen at $333.9 million under the current
revenue sharing system.

4The authors chose to include 50 communities in the first subset because it captured the largest
communities with growth rates in excess of  20 percent. While the selection criteria for the second subset
was admittedly more arbitrary (20 largest communities with growth rates of  5 percent or less) we
believed it would essentially capture Michigan�s major central cities and suburbs. Figure 3 largely
substantiates this belief.

Detroit�s revenue sharing
payments are frozen at
$333.9 million under the
current revenue sharing
system.
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Figure 3. Michigan�s Fastest Growing and Biggest Places.

Twenty-two of  the 50
fastest growing communi-
ties received larger revenue
sharing payments in 2001
than they would have
received under the
old formula.

Michigan�s Fastest
Growing1 and

Biggest2 Places

Comparing the payments to the 50 fastest growing communities that
would have been made under the pre-1998 formula to actual 2001
payments shows mixed results (Appendix 2 � 2nd column from right �
provides percentage differences). Twenty-two of  the fifty fastest growing
communities received larger revenue sharing payments in 2001 than they
would have received under the old formula (Table 1). Two townships �
Gaines and Bedford � received payments well over 100 percent more than
they would have received under the pre-1998 formula. The range among
the �winners� was from 186 percent (Gaines Township, Kent County) to a
mere fraction of  a percent gain for Superior Township in Washtenaw
County. Ten of  the 22 �winners� are from Kent and Ottawa counties.
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However, nine are from southeast Michigan (Genesee, Oakland,
Livingston, Wayne and Washtenaw counties). The commonalities for these
communities is that they are all in suburban or �exurban� areas, and they
are all townships.

Table 1. Fastest-Growing Communities Benefiting in 2001 Actual
Payments from New Formula.
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roirepuS wanethsaW 11.

The range among the
�winners� was from 186
percent (Gaines Township) to
a mere fraction of  a percent
gain for Superior Township in
Washtenaw County.

Despite the fact that there were slightly more �losers� than �winners�
in 2001, of  the 50 fastest growing communities, the average of  all
payments made to these communities was 10 percent larger than it would
have been under the pre-1998 formula, showing those communities
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included in this subset that are benefiting from the new formula received
significantly larger payments. It is interesting to note that none of  the eight

pihsnwoT ytnuoC
8991-erpecnereffiD%
1002lautca.valumrof

stnemyap

gnisnaLtsaE mahgnI 65.71

tnilF eeseneG 34.41

kaOlayoR dnalkaO 02.31

wanigaS wanigaS 52.11

dleifmoolB dnalkaO 64.5

dnaltseW enyaW 95.4

drofdeR enyaW 12.1

serohSrialC.tS bmocaM 58.

cities included in the fastest growing communities were winners under the
formula as it was used in 2001.

The delineation between winners and losers would have been more
profound had the current formula been fully implemented in 2001. Thirty-
seven of  the fifty communities would have received larger payments in
2001 than they would have received under the pre-1998 formula (see far
right column in Appendix 2). Townships accounted for 35 of  the 37
winners using this comparison. Six of the eight cities included in the fifty
communities would have still lost revenue sharing monies compared to the
pre-1998 allocation if  the new formula had been fully implemented in
2001. The average payment to the 50 fastest growing communities
assuming full implementation in 2001 was over 69 percent larger than it
would have been using the old formula. The differences range from a
585.69 percent larger payment (Gaines Township, Kent County) to a 58.89
percent smaller payment (City of  Rochester)�a much larger variation than
when the actual 2001 payments are compared to the pre-1998 formula.

MichigMichigMichigMichigMichigan’an’an’an’an’s Ts Ts Ts Ts Twwwwwenty Larenty Larenty Larenty Larenty Largggggest Commest Commest Commest Commest Communitiesunitiesunitiesunitiesunities
We now examine the effects of  the change for the 20 largest communities
with growth rates under five percent (again, excluding Detroit). The results
of  the comparisons using actual 2001 payments are again mixed � eight
winners, 12 losers (second column from right on Appendix 3). Table 2
shows that the eight �winners� include six cities and two townships. The
range for the winners is relatively small�ranging from 17.6 percent
increase for East Lansing to less than one percent for St. Clair Shores.
Overall, the 20 largest communities saw an average increase of  only 1.72
percent in actual payments compared to what they would have received
under the pre-1998 formula (compared to an average increase of  10.1
percent for the 50 fastest growing communities).

Table 2. Largest Communities Benefiting in 2001 Actual Payments from
New Formula.

Overall, the 20 largest
communities saw an
increase of  only 1.72
percent in actual payments
compared to what they
would have received under
the pre-1998 formula.
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Michigan�s 20 largest communities would have been hurt more in 2001
if  the formula had been fully implemented (far right column on
Appendix 3). Only five communities would have seen larger revenue
sharing payments in 2001, had the formula been fully implemented, then
they would have received using the pre-1998 formula. Four cities would
have been winners, compared to fourteen losers. The average payment
would have been over 14 percent smaller using these comparisons.  The
differences range from a 61.27 percent larger payment (City of  East
Lansing) to a 47.57 percent smaller payment (City of  Warren).
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However, different cities see differing effects. For example, Grand
Rapids would have received more revenue sharing in 2001 using the 1998
formula, but if  the formula had been fully implemented in 2001, they
would have received more money. Specifically, the city�s actual payment in
2001 was $14.2 million; Grand Rapids would have received $15.8 million
under the old formula, but it would have received $18.6 million if  the new
formula was fully implemented. Flint received more revenue sharing money
in 2001 payments ($16 million) than it would have under the pre-1998
formula or the current formula fully implemented. Appendix 3 illustrates
the complexity of  policymaking in this area where patterns of  growth and
wealth in individual cities play a pivotal role in who wins and who loses.

Table 3 analyzes the differences using per capita, rather than actual,
payments. The payment amounts calculated for each community were
divided by 2000 census population figures. The average increase for all of
the 50 fastest-growing communities would have been $13 per capita,
compared to essentially no increase per capita for the 20 largest
jurisdictions. While this difference is striking, it is worth noting that the
total per capita payment average for the largest communities is still double
that of  the fastest growing jurisdictions.

Table 3. Change in Per Capita Payments: 50 Fastest Growing and 20
Largest Communities.

The total per capita
payment average for the
largest communities is
still double that of
the fastest growing
jurisdictions.
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In short, Michigan�s fastest growing communities clearly benefit from
the 1998 change in the statutory revenue sharing formula. With their actual
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2001 payments, these communities saw a mean 10 percent increase over
what they would have received under the old revenue sharing formula. If
the new formula had been fully implemented, however, the mean increase
in 2001 allocations to the fastest-growing communities would have jumped
to nearly 70 percent. That these fast-growing communities benefit most
dramatically if  the 1998 law had been fully implemented in 2001 leads us
to conclude that they will continue to benefit as the formula phases in over
the next few years.

FFFFFormormormormormula Components and Inclusion of Detrula Components and Inclusion of Detrula Components and Inclusion of Detrula Components and Inclusion of Detrula Components and Inclusion of Detroitoitoitoitoit
Table 4 breaks down the new formula into its three component parts to
determine which communities will benefit from each when the current
formula is fully implemented. As this table illustrates, it is clear that the
Population-Unit Type and Per Capita Taxable Value components account
for the lion�s share of  the increase to the fastest growing communities.
Although the Yield Equalization formula is designed to provide greater
assistance to units with lower taxing capacity and higher tax effort, it does
not appear to be sufficient to offset the losses to the largest communities
brought about by the elimination of  the use of  relative tax effort as a
component of  the revenue sharing formula. Fourteen of  the twenty largest
communities receive revenue sharing monies as a result of  the inclusion of
Yield Equalization as a component of  the revenue sharing formula, while
only twelve of  the fifty fastest-growing communities receive monies under
Yield Equalization.

Table 4. Composition of  Payments: 50 Fastest Growing and 20 Largest
Communities.

That these fast-growing
communities benefit most
dramatically if the 1998
law had been fully
implemented in 2001 leads
us to conclude that they
will continue to benefit as
the formula phases in over
the next few years.
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Finally, we calculated the revenue sharing payment outcomes of  the 50
fastest-growing communities, the 20 largest communities and the City of
Detroit if  Detroit were included in the revenue sharing system.  This
analysis could prove instructive as the debate begins anew over revenue
sharing in the period leading up to 2007 (See Appendix 4 and Appendix 5).

Recall that Detroit�s combined constitutional and statutory payments
are frozen at $333.9 million through FY 2006.5 Since Detroit�s 2001
constitutional payment amounted to roughly $61.6 million, this means that
$272.3 million was taken from the statutory shared revenue pool to meet
the obligation to the state�s largest city. Appendices 4 and 5 show that in the
lean economic times of  2001, Detroit�s guaranteed payment would have
taken significant revenues away from other jurisdictions had the formula
been fully implemented.6  For example, the guaranteed payment to Detroit
would have reduced the revenue sharing pool such that Grand Rapids
would have shown a 17.8 percent increase, when compared to the old
formula, rather than the 39.7 percent increase it would have shown if
Detroit were included in the formula mix.

PPPPPOLICYOLICYOLICYOLICYOLICY O O O O OPTIONSPTIONSPTIONSPTIONSPTIONS
The Revenue Sharing Task Force faced numerous conflicting objectives as
they worked to overhaul Michigan�s statutory revenue sharing system
(Duprey and Harvey 1998). Should Michigan�s general revenue sharing
system emphasize:

• support for communities with declining fiscal capacity;

• compensation for the increasing demand for municipal services
that accompanies rapid population growth;

• assistance to larger communities with more complex service
delivery demands, regardless of  growth rates; or

• help for those who �help themselves� by tying payments to local
tax effort or, conversely, penalize jurisdictions with high
local taxes?

In the end, the legislature chose a compromise position by developing a
three-part formula that serves as a partial response to one or more of  these
conflicting objectives.

Regardless of  the legislature�s efforts to sow the middle ground, it is
clear that the resulting formula, when compared to the pre-1998 formula,
provided much greater benefits to the rapidly growing suburban
communities than to the state�s slower growing central cities. Our analysis
shows that the rapidly growing suburban townships fared the best of  all, with
only two of  the 37 rapidly growing townships losing funds when compared
to the old formula. Replacing relative tax effort with formulas supporting a
more diffuse set of  objectives (all of  which incorporate population figures
in some fashion) has served these communities well. Since these growing

Regardless of  the
legislature�s efforts to sow
the middle ground, it is
clear that the resulting
formula, when compared to
the pre-1998 formula,
provided much greater
benefits to the rapidly
growing suburban
communities than to the
state�s slower growing
central cities.

5Detroit�s payment freeze will expire just prior to the sunset of  the current statutory formula system.
6It is difficult to assess Detroit�s outcome under this scenario since the city agreed to a reduction of  a
number of  local taxes in exchange for the guaranteed payment. Certainly in terms of  revenue sharing in
2001 Detroit�s bargain resulted in a better outcome than what they would have received if  the formula
had been fully implemented; however, it would be misleading to focus solely on these outcomes
because all of  these factors were in play politically prior to reaching compromise.
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suburban communities usually lose productive farmland as residential areas
are developed, it can be argued that the change in the formula further
supports land use policies that encourage sprawl.

PPPPPOLICYOLICYOLICYOLICYOLICY R R R R RECOMMENDECOMMENDECOMMENDECOMMENDECOMMENDAAAAATIONSTIONSTIONSTIONSTIONS
Is this outcome fair?  This policy brief  does not suggest a response. If
revenue sharing dollars per capita is used as a measure of  fairness the
argument can be advanced that Michigan�s largest cities still receive
significantly more revenue sharing monies per capita than do the 50 fastest
growing communities in our study. An examination of  Figure 1 further
shows that, for the vast majority of  jurisdictions, statutory revenue sharing
per capita would not have changed significantly in 2001 regardless of  the
formula employed. If  fairness means distributing revenue sharing to those
communities faced with continued population stagnation or decline (usually
reflective of  economic decline) then the new formula falls short.
Proponents of  this position could say that the constitutional portion of
revenue sharing gives sufficient weight to per capita measures of  fairness,
and that statutory revenue sharing should be used to address other needs.
Perhaps the crafting of  a three-part formula is a testament to the
legislature�s ability to forge compromise � a compromise that gives all
sides in the debate something to simultaneously argue for and against. Our
intention is not to take sides in the debate but to highlight the
consequences of  the formula change � a consequence that seems to
benefit growing areas, disadvantage largest communities and support urban
sprawl and loss of  farmland surrounding suburbs-another major issue for
legislative consideration in 2007 or earlier.

If  revenue sharing dollars
per capita is used as a
measure of  fairness the
argument can be advanced
that Michigan�s largest
cities still receive
significantly more revenue
sharing monies per capita
than do the 50 fastest
growing communities in
our study.
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